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. ~NTRODUCTION 

Purpose 
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This Guide contains technical instructions for ViTHOfield teams conducting 

surveys of tuberculosis prevalence. It gives directions for a simple sampling 

technique applicable to areas where elaborate techniques are difficult to apply and 

for the three diagnostic examinations included at present in the survey work: tuber-

culin testing, collection and microscopic examination of sputum specimens, and chest 

X-ray exrunination. Special instructions defining the age limits and other criteria 

of groups to be included in the various examinations and describing procedures for 

determining consistency of methods, etc., are issued as supplements to the Guide. 

At the present stage, the tuberculosis prevalence surveys are to be regarded 

as pilot projects where emphasiS is placed on the development of methods. WHO has 

undertaken the tasl;: of developing standard methods for tuberculosis prevalence 

surveys because it is essential that results of surveys made in different population 

groups as well as surveys made at different times in the same population groups can 

be compared. 

The WHO illberculosis Research Office (TOO) issues a report of the survey con-

ducted in each country or territory visited by the survey teams. The data collected 

in the limited period of time spent in each country can only give a rough idea of 

the overall prevalence of tuberculosis but will serve as a useful basis for planning 

a more comprehensive survey and, perhaps, for initiating certain immediate control 

measures. 

Personnel 

The international staff of each team comprises one medical officer (the team 

leader), one statistician, two nurses, one laboratory technician and one X-ray 

technician. Each team member receives special training in the TRO. 
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In addition, a number of nationally recruited personnel are attached to 

the team as secretaries, interpreters, driver-mechanics and X-ray unit assist-

ants. One driver should be available for each car, and at least one of the 

drivers should be capable of running the X-ray generator. At least three 

secretaries/interpreters (one preferably female) should be attached to the 

team, and one of them should have some para-medical education. 



BASIC FEATURES 

Random selection of sample population 

WHojTUB!Techn.Guide!l 
Basic features .~ 1 

The purpose of the tuberculosis prevalence survey is to obtain an overall 

estimate of the prevalence of tuberculosis in the entire country. Thispurpose 

is pursued by selecting a representative sample of the population for examination. 

The sample is chosen in accordance with the statistical principles of random 

sampling in order to avoid introducing a bias in the sample and to obtain a 

measure of the reliability of the estimates. 

Should local or national authorities be particularly interested in obtaining 

information from special areas or population groups in order to clarify the 

geographic or social distribution of tuberculosis, they must be advised that such 

information cannot be obtained by simply selecting one of the sample groups from 

the area or population in question. If it is necessary to collect data for 

selected groups, a speCial survey for these groups should be made in addition to 

the prevalence survey for the country. 

Coverage of Sample population 

It is important that all members of the sample population are included in 

the examinations. As the prevalence of tuberculosis in a general population is 

comparatively low, the estimates can be gross~ distorted by omitting from the 

survey a few cases of tuberculosis who belong to the sample population or, con-

versely, by including a fffi{ cases from outside the group. And in tuberculosis 

surveys a selection bias of this kind is particularly likely because the attitude 

towards the survey of persons who know or suspect they suffer from a chest condi-

tion may differ from that of the general population: they may want to be included 

in hope of cure or they may be uuvvilling to attend for fear of isolation or loss 

of work. It is therefore essential that every effort is made to include all 

t 
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persons belonging to tl1e sample in theexam~nations and to prevent anyone 

outside the smnple from joining the group. 

Objective observations 

The examinations should be as objective as possible. To prevent the 

reader from anticipating the results and thereby biasing the data, each exami-

nation (tuberculin test, X-ray, microscopy) is made vrithout knowledge of or 

lltwcdiate access to the results of the other examinations. 

Identification of persons 

As the results of the various Gxaminations are to be correlated, the iden-

tity of the person must be certain at each examination. Identification is 

therefore checked as the tuberculin test is read, as the X-ray film is taken 

and as the sputum is collected. 



SAMPLING AND REGISTRATION 

Collection of 'data for 'sampling 
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"TwoOl' three months bafore t.h€ team. is scheduled to . .arrive t..ha.tean leader 

v:Lsits "tfucount!'y to discuss the survey with natioIlal authorities and to collect 

the necessary data for selectinfi the sainple population.. These data shoul.ci inClude 

the latest national census repdrt, preferably with popUlation breakdOWns by" 

community, and a ·detailed map of the country as well a.s specifl,c ihfqI;na.tion 

(detailed in'AppendiX 1) relevant for thEi selection of communities and the planping 

01: field vrork. 

Composition ofs~le population 

The, sample population consists of a number of sample groups randomly selected 

from,the total population. Each, s~~ple group comprises all persons residing in a 

geogl'ap;hic area - for example, in neighbouring blocks in a town or village or in 

two or three small adjacent villages. 
" .... , .:.' . 

Vl~thin a cou.n~ry, ~ach sample .G;oup comprises the same number of persons: the 

average, number that can be examined in three weeks) including time for travel to . . . . . . 

the community and preparation of work. An important task of the team leader, there-

,fore, during the initial visit to the countr.y is to detennine haw many persons on 
... , ; 

the average can be examined within three weeks. : .. , ". ,. . " .. :. . , 

?nce the average, number is 
", 

every sample group comprise s this number (even if examination of a 
, " " .' :. .' ,.' 

'~~icu+arly difficult group should, for exa'Uple, take six weeks). In the follow-
" ' • '. • •• • ~ , > , • 

,~pa.r~grapl;J.s, tJ::le saJllple group is taken to comprise 600 persons. This number 

is,,based . on, experience gained during the first two years of survey work and may 

beconsid.ered a guiding fieure., 

. . ~. . , 

/ 
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The sampling 

The sampling is done in u~o stages: first, a number of communities 

corresponding to the number of sample groups to be included in the survey are 

randomly ~elected from the total number of connnunities in the country, and, 

s.econdly, a sample group of 600 persons is randomly selected from each of 

these conmmnities. The statistician prepares a detailed report on the 

sampling which is forwarded to the Regional O~fice and to the TOO. 

First stage 

In principle, every COIJr.lunity (broadly defined as town, village or area) 

in the countFJ is eligible for selection. Certain small groups of the popula-

tion may, however, be excluded (see Appendix J_): nomads that cannot be 

reached, areas of unrest where it may be unsafe to work, small ethnic groups 

distinct from the main population, etc.; u~t excluded groups must comprise 

only a fmv per cent of the population and must, if they are included in the 

census, be well enough defined to permit removal by district or connnunity. 

Communities are not excluded from selection for the survey on grounds of 

inaccessibility as it can seldom be determined beforehand which connnunities 

are impossible to reach. It may be impractical to examine some communities 

during certain periods of the year, and 'such factors should be taken into 

consideration in planning the itinerary of the team. 

After the popu~ation groups to be excluded from the survey are struck 

from the census, the remaining population of the country is listed by connnu-

nities of 1000 inhabitants or more (single communities, or groups of ~vo or 

three neighbouring villages or rural areas comprising 1000 inhabitants or 

more): a group of 1000 persons is considered large enough, even with inaccu-

rate or slightly O:.lt of date census reports, to yield a sample group of 600 

persons. The population figures are accumulated for all the communities 
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listed; this procedure ,amount-sto assigning a number to each inhabitant-in the 

country. Random nu.mbersare drawn from the table given in Appendix 2, :and thE)' 

communities to be included in the survey are determined as those including the 

persons ,designated by the numbers drawn. (For illustration see Appendix 3.) 

~d stage 

The random selection of 600 persons from each of the communities selected is 

on ,the 'spot by the statistician. The selection methods are given in outline 

sOme examples illustrating their application in specific instances are 

described in AppendiX 4. 

,(a) If the cenSUs population of the community lies petween 1000 and 3000 

:inhabitants the sample group is selected in two halvesof·300 persons each. 

:' A, map of the conmunity is prepared in which the coi:nmunity is divided into 

blocks. A block is defined as the smallest area bounded on a~ sides by public 

streets or paths~ A block should not, however, include more' than 300' per'sons, 

.and large blocks must be subdivided so that every block on the mapincl:q.des 

''le.:3s· than 300 inhabitants. The 'blockS are numbered consecutively ina: ring 

that 'the block with the highest number is neighbour toblook' 

.numberl. The number of inhab.itants :m each block is est:i1Ilatedand these 

figures accumulated, arid a starting' point and direction are decided' upon tor 

;each:blOck and :oecorded on the map. This 'procedure a.1iJ.ountsto arranging:the 

POp.1.[ation of the comnmnity 'ina fixed order and assigning consec1itive mimbers 

Two random numbers are dravm from the table given in AppendiX 2: these 

;:1n:unbersde'signate ,-thetwo persons with whose households ,the 'examinations, in 

:·,:;sach, half..;.group begin. ' Th~ half-grOup is determined by proceeding' through 

;¥"'~~jt1.'lthe selected block andthe:follmiing blocks in the predetermined, direction 

until 300 persons have been included. If there are less than 300 persons 
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between the u'{o random numbers the two halves will merge. In this case work 

starts with the household of the person designated by the lowest number and 

continues until 600 persons have been included. 

(b) If the census population of the community exceeds 3000 inhabitants, the 

community is first divided into sections of 500-3000 inhabitants. 

The statistician draws a rough map in which the community is divided into 

sections containing 500-3000 inhabitants each, The community must always be 

divided into at least three sections. The sections are numbered and the popu-

lation in each estimated and accumulated. Two sections are then selected by 

drawing two random numbers; if the second random number falls within the first 

section selected, the number is discarded and another number drawn. In each of 

the sections thus chosen, a half-group of 300 persons is selected as described 

in (a). 

(c) When the IIcozmnunityll comprises n..o or three small adjacent villages, the 

sample group consists of 600 persons living in one or more of the villages. 

The order in which the villages are taken is determined randomly by applying 

weights to each village according to its size (cf. Appendix 4, Example 3). 

If the first village includes more than 600 persons, the sample group of 600 

is randomly selected from this village as described in (a), and the other 

village (or villages) is not visited by.the team, If the first village (or 

villages) ."ncludes less than 600 persons, the total population is included and 

the remainder of the sample group chosen from the next v:illage by random 

selection as described in (a). 

(d) If a connnunity estimated to include 1000 inhabitants or more turns out 

to comprise less than 600 persons (or if a section of town actually comprises 

less than 300), the persons present constitute the sample gTOup and no attempt 

is made to supple"ffient the group from another connnuni ty (or section). If a 
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community p~oves inaccessible it is given up, and a report is prepared of the 

efforts to reach it. No substitute is examined instead. 

Selection of a sample group among a population scattered over a wide area 

presents special difficulties. If the number of roads and paths is limited, the 

IIcomrmmity" is divided into blocks by natural features of the landscape - animal 

paths, watercourses, lines connecting characteristic trees or rocks. If there are 

too few such features the statistician may have to divide the area into squares or 

other artificiallY drawn blocks •. 

When the population is scattered over a wide area, estimation of the nUmber 

of persons in each block may present a formidable task, and the statistician will 

have to base his estimate purely on the geographic extent of the blocks, pre sup-

posing the same density of population throughout the area. 

Registration of· sample group 

A fmv days before the examinations are to begin one member of the team, the 

statistician or tho team leader, condUcts a registration of the sample group. 

Accompanied by a local chief or other authoritative' person familiar with the comnru.-

n?-ty, and a secretary-interpreter, he visits every living quarters (including 

hospitals, rest houses, boarding schools, etc. as well as homes) in the sample 

g.r~p to register the persons residing there. 

For each half-group~ the person deSignated by the randomly selected number 

This is done by locating the block in which he lives and 

registering. and counting backwards from the end of the block. The counting is 

q.one backw'ards from the end of the block"rather than forwards fram the beginning 

because it isconsi:dered undesirable to count and register persons who are not 

Each household is given a number, which is painted at the entrance of ,the 

An individual card (Appendix 5) is filled in for every person 
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belonging to the household, that is, who habitually sleeps in the house or has 

habitually slept there and intends to return. The following information is 

recorded on the card: group and serial numbers (see Records 1), name (usually 

first name and father's name), age, sex, household number, and status in house-

hold (head of family, wife, son, father, friend, servant, etc .. ). Cards are 

also prepared for absent nembers of the household and for persons who are tem-

porarily present in the house, Le., who expect to sleep in the house on the 

night preceding the first day of examinations but do not belong to the .house-

hold. If the entire household is away at registration, the number of persons 

in the household is estimated and a correspondin~ number of cards filled in 

with the group, serial and household numbers only. 

The registration must be done with great care because the coverage of the 

group and consequently the reliability of the estimates obtained depend upon 

the accuracy of the registration. Every member of the households comprising· 

the sample group must be included in the registration, and all intruders must 

be excluded. In many instances the correct status of :m individual may be 

difficult to establish, ani in these cases a careful interview of the person and 

household concerned is made. Should doubt remain, the doubt is recorded on the 

card. 

A person is classified as temporarily absent and his card marked TA if he 

belongs to the household but is absent from the community and is expected to 

remain absent on the night preceding the examinations. A person who is simply 

away from home working in the fields or in a factory or trading in the village 

or a nearby town but is expected to return to the household at night is to be 

included in the examinations and must not be classified as TA. Should every 

effort to locate and test him fail, he is still not classified as TA but is 

simply recorded as being absent during examinations. 
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A person is classified as temporarily present (TP) if he does not belong to 

the household but is present at the registration and is expected to sleep in the 

house the night before the examinations start. No cards are made out whatsoever 

for casual visitors to the house who do not intend to sleep there. 

If persons who do not belong to the sample group must nevertheless be included 

in the examinations for psychological reasons - for example, the village chief and 

his family _ cards are filled in (and examinations eventually made), but a diago-

nal cross and the statement "Does not belong to sample" are made on the card in 

each instance. The same applies to a person who, though not belonging to the 

household, maintains that he does and whose exclusion would create difficulties 

in the work. 

Registration continues through all households in the consecutively numbered 

blocks in the predetermined direction until 300 persons have been registered. The 

entire household of the last person, as the first, is included in the sample. 

When counting cards (back from the appropriate block to find the first household 

and towards the end of registration to establish the last household to be included), 

all cards are counted except those for persons temporarily absent (cards marked 

Cards marked TP are included. Cards for persons likely to refuseexamina-

tion and cards filled in with household number only are likewise included. 

Information on the card is checked during the first day of examinations. This 

"ls particularly important for the items TA and TP, as theso refer, as stated above, 

absence or presence of the person in the house on the night preceding the 

~ersons appearing for examination who have not been registered are issued 

'ca~s and included in the examinations only after the team has carefully checked 

tbatthey do in fact belong to the sample group. 
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TilO survoy y;ork should be so ,organized that a preparatoI";Y' visit is nado to 

O2.ch co;;::'mnity selected before any wort:. bc~ins. Durin=: this visit tho tean leader 

explains the s"C.r-vey to the local authoriti;3s and coni'or8 with them so tha.t they 

undorstand the purpose of the 'Vwrk and aro 'Vvillinr-; to CDCourar;c participation. A 

succe ssful survey cannot be condLwtecl. 'Vii thout tho co-ope ration of the community. 

Afte r ro gi stra tion of tho s2J':lple group, the te anl arri vo s to pe rfo rm the 

e~';:21",i.,.'Yl2.tions. Each f,10Ubcr of tho s3nplc group attends tho examinations at least 

tivice: once to be f~iv8n the tuberculin test and again, three or four days later, 

to h8,V8 the test :roa.d • The x-ray examination is nost conveniently dono at the 

first visit so tha.t eventual retakes can be l:l3.de at the s8cond examination. The 

time of collection of sputum specimens dopondsupon the criteria for their co11ec-

tion~. if a speciJ;;en is to be collected from everyone over a certain aGo the bacte-

~"iological (;)xa"ination Day h::; carried out at ei th::r visit; if it is confined to 

thos:3 with abnoI':',1a.l j~-ray findini':s it is carried .out at ·the second visit. 

Tho ,-.,ark may be ore:anized 'oy house-to-house visits or by instructing all 

mer[;bers of tho sample group to attenc" examinations -at a central place (the x-ray 

unit si teJ), 

VTorkins froLl houso to house enables tho team to becono faxniliar with the 

sc:.mpl::; ~:roupar.d th8reby to check conpletenesG of r'3sistration and examinations, 

and is to :)e preferred to vTorking at a central exaraination site. 'Tho cards aTe 

arranged by household before thD work beginc~, and the nursoswork from house to 

house;>tuoorculin tostiw,; and collectin~: SDututl specimens. Iis these 8xanlinations 

in a fow h:'usoholcls. arc conpleted the nurse places the cards in an envelope and 

giVQS it to q, local helper yrho escorts the households to the X-ray unit site for 

their X-ra;yr exa:d,:18tion. fit the second visit the nurses read the; tuborculin tests, 
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The sUrvey work should be so organized that a preparatory visit is made to 

each COlnrrnmity selected before any work begins. DurinG this visit the team leader 

explains the survey to the local authorities and confers with them so that· they 

understand the purpose of the work and arc willing to encouraGe participation. A 

successful survey cannot be conducted without the co-operation of the community. 

After registration of the sample group,the team arrives to perform the 

examinations. Each member of the samplc group attends the examinations. at least 

tWice: once to be given the tuberculin test and again, three or four days1a:ter, 

to have the test read. . The X-ray exrunination is most conveniently done at the 

first visit so that eventual retakes can be made at the second examination. The 

time of collection of sputum specimens depends upon the criteria for their ool1ec-

tion: .. if a speciln.en is to be collected froni everyone over a certain age' the bacte-

rio10gical eX8..l1,ination raay be carried out at either visit; if it is confined to 

those with abnormal X-ray findinGS it is carried .outat·the second visit. 

The vvorkmay be organized by house-to-house visits or by instructing all 

" 'members of the' sample· group to attend examinations :at a central place (the x-ray 

unit: 'site ) • 

. Working from house to house enables the team to become familiar with the 

sample group 'and thereby to check completeness of registration and examinations, 

and is to be preferred to working at a central eXa@ination site. The cards are 

"arranged by household before the work begins, and the nurses work from house to 

huuse, .tuberculin testing andcollectinf, sputu..m specimens. As these examinations 

in a fffiv households. are completed the nurse places the cards in an envelope and 

gives it to a local helper .... iho escorts tho households to the X-ray unit site for 

their X-ray examination. At the second visit the rrurscs read the tuberculin tests, 
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(collect sputmn) and send thase persons for lNham retakes are necessary to the 

X-ray unit again. 

Exalilination at a central site allows much less control of attendance and 

identification and should only be used when the population is so scattered 

that the nurses cannot reasonably bo expected to' cover the area an faot. In 

these instances the househalds included in the sa~ple group are asked to 

report at the site af the X-ray unit at fixed times, and all examinations 

are conducted at this site. There may be considerable difficultY.,.fhen 

exmnining at a central site in identifying an individual and finding his card, 

especially if he daes not attend with his household. Identification bracelets 

distributed at registratian may help meet this prablem. . 

Irrespective af havl the ,,"vork is arganized the identity af the individual 

is checked at each examination by asking his name and father's name and 

checking the information against that registered an the individual card. The 

examinee is asked to give his name, the team member does nat suggest the name 

or ask whether it is correct. 

Thraughout the work extreme care HUlst be taken to' include in the examina-

tions everyane registered in the sample group. Tuberculin testing and bacteri-

olagical ox~KLnatian of ill persons are dane in their homes, and thasewho 

can manage to stand unaided are carried to' the X-ray unit far ex~ninatian. 

Canstant check mauld be kept af the caverage so that thase v{ha are nat 

appearing for examinatian can be found and special appointments made during 

the evening ar early marning haurs when they can be expected to' be hame. In 

many cases repeated visits to' the hor,le may be necessary befare the individual 

is able to or can be persuaded to attend the examinations. 
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Every member of the sample group except infants under one month of age is 

given a tuberculin test. The routine test is the Mantoux test of 5 tuberculin 

units (Ex 5 TU). In one sample group in each large adrilinistrative reOgion selected, 

a Mantoux test of 100 TU is given to everyone reacting with 9 rom or less of indura-

tion to Ux: 5 TU. 

Test technique 

0.1 ml of the tuberculin dilution Y,leasured according to the markings on the 

barrel of the syringe is injected intracutaneously. The test is given in the mid-

dorsal area of the forearm, usually the bix: 5 TU test in the left arm, the Mx 100 TU 

in the right. . 

Four bottles of tuberculin dilution (and four syringes) are used in rotation. 

Only tyro-thirds of the contents of each bottle are used, the rest is discarded -

and no bottle is used for more than one day_ 

Dilutions of PPD RT XIX-XX-XXI prepared at the State Serum Institute, Copen-

hagen, are used. 
o 

The tuberculin dilutions are stored at 2-4 C and are carefully 

protected frora light during use. The team leader orders the dilutions through 

the prescribed channels, ordinarily once each month. The dilutions are normally 

used y,;ithin six yveeks of receipt. 

If there is any indication that sorae r.lembers of the community have been 

previously BCG vaccinated, everyone in the sample group is examined for BCG 

lesions. The lesion is not measured, only its presence or absence recorded. 

Reading of test 

The test is read three or four days after it is given. The transverse dia-

meter of the induration is measured with a millimetre ruler and recorded. Presence of 
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bullae, vesicles, and other complications is also recorded. Details of record-

ing procedures are given in Hecords 1-3. 

Throughout the survey in one cOlUltry, and when possible throughout the 

entire survey work performed by the team, the same nurse reads all tuberculin 

reactions. Arrangements are made every second month, however, for both 

nurses to read independently the S&~e reactions so that data for comparing 

their readings are available should the second nurse have to take over in an 

emergency_ The statistician should prepare tables sh~ling the correlation 

between the tVI[Q readings, which the nurses should not be allowed to see. 
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BACTERIOLOG ICAL EXAMIlJATION, 

Thebacteridlog'ical eXalnination consists in the collection and microscopy of 

specimen from certain members of the sample group. sputum specimens are, 

in addition~periodically sent to a laboratory for cUlture. Persons to be included 

:in the bacteriological examination are defined in special instructions, as are 

for the selection and shipment of specimens for culture. 

Coll~ction of sputum specimens 

The examinee is asked to cough vigorously and to spit into, a small box what

in the mouth cavity after the cough: the material thuG obtained 
" "," 

the sputu,lll specimen to be examined for the presen~e of tubercle, bacilli. 
.:" . ... .. '. ." " ;. 

~hebox is labelled with a piece of adhesive tape marked with the date and the 

group and serial numbers and is held by the examinee." The,examin~ is 

instructed to sPit very ca.refully into the box and to avoid spraying the o~tside of 
'. 

i:,he'.box with dtoplets ofsputum~ If the outSide of the box is nonethelt;ss coiitanp.n

'fi!.tedwith specimen material, the box and specimen are discarded and a new speciIhen 

(Large plastic' waste bags are used to collect all materialdf§carded in 

'of the ,bact~riological examinations; the bags are carefully':burned at 

is':i.inport'antthat the cough be deep and vigoroussothat'any,mat,erial 

in the bronchi i~ brought up into the mouth and included in the-~cimen. 

tion ;of what is 'meant by a deep and vigorous cough is therefore given 

he 'is a~ed to prochlc'e a specimen. ' Efforts should bt; made 

about 2 ml of sputum. If the cbtigh is'considered too weak or if too 

material is produced, efforts to inchlce the examinee to achieve a strong, 

•• -~~ cough are continued until a satisfactory specimen is collected. If particles 
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of food are present in a large proportion of the specimens, the examinees are 

asked to rinse out their mouths with water before specimens are collected. 

Collection of sputum must be s~pervised by an international member of the 

team. At least one local helper should alw~s be on hand during collection for 

the purpose of translating and to demonstrate and explain what is meant by a 

vigorous cough. (For recording procedures see Records 2.) 

After the specimen is obtained the sputum box is screwed shut immediately 

and placed in a refrigerated container (a cardboard box with tin ice-holders). 

The specimens are transported to the field laboratory in the refrigerated 

containers. In the field laboratory the boxes should, whenever pOSSible, be 

'kept in refrigerators. If this cannot be arranged the boxes remain in the 

refrigerated containers and the tin ice-holders refilled with ice as necessary. 

Description of sputum 

Each sputum specimen is inspected by one of the international members of 

the team, normally the laborato~ technician. The amount of sputum is estim-

ated (in ml), and the, sputum is described in terms of: 

Saliva (mouth water). Thin, clear, wate~ fluid. 

Mucus. Slimy material of viscous consistency and whitish opaque 

appearance. 

Purulent material. Yellow mucus or yellow, soft, cheeselike particles. 

Blood. 

The slightest amount of any one of these materials is noted and recorded: 

e.g., a specimen of saliva containing a minute quantity of mucus is described 

as saliva and mucus. (See Records 3-4.) 
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The preparation and staining of smears are done by the laboratory tech-

nician or a nurse. 

The number on the sputum box is written on a glass slide with a diamond 

pencil. Particles most likely to contain tubercle bacilli (purulent matter, 

if present, otherwise mucus) are selected for microscopy. A small proportion of 

material is picked from ilvo parts of the specimen and transferred to the slide 

with sterile wooden sticks, which are subsequently thrown into the plastic waste 

bag. The slide is smeared against another slide so thCl.t a rather thick, unifonn 

film covers about triO-thirds of the slide. 

If the·· specimen does not contain any solid or viscous matter that can be 

handled.with sticks, d:rops' of the fluid sputum are obtained from two parts of the 

speciroenwith a sterile eye pipette. The fluid is smeared in a thin, uniform· 

layer on the slide with the tip of the pipette. 

The edges of the. slide are flamed, and the slide is placed on a drying rack 

until the film appears dry. The slide is then passed briefly and very carefully 

through a spirit flame three times for fixation. The drying rack should be 

flamed as well, so. that any material adhering to it cannot endanger the personnel 

or be transferred to other slides. 

All specimens are kept under refrigeration until the slides have been read 

(see Bacteriological examination 6). 

staining 

staining may be done as the smears are prepared or, if the technician is 

pressed for time, postponed until another day (until which time the slides are kept 

in the filing box). 
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For staining the slides are placed on a rack on a metal tray. Filter-. 

paper cut to just cover the smeared part of the slide is placed over the film 

and completely covered with carbol fuchsin from a dropping bottle. The slides 

are flamed, vri th burning cotton wool on the tip of a metal stick, until steam 

rises from the stain. The carbol fuchsin must ~ be allowed to boil, nor to 

dry: if the stain appears to be drying more carbol fuchsin is added. After 

flaming, the slides stand with the hot carbol fuchsin for three minutes; 

the filter-paper is then removed, and the slides are placed in the wire com-

partment basket (with all smeared side s facing the same direction). The 

slides in the wire basket are given a vmter rinse. 

The slides are decolourized by immersing the basket in a plastic holder 

containing 25% sulphuric acid solution for 2 1/2 nirrutes. After a water 

rinse the slides are given a second sulphuric acid bath for 2 1/2 minutes, 

rinsed in water, immersed in a 96rb alcohol bath for 1-2 minutes, and again 

rinsed in water. The slides should now appear colourless. If some stain 

remains another, short bath in sulphuric acid maybe- given. 

counter-staining is performed by llJ'o.TI1ersing the wire basket in a 0.75% 

picric acid solution for 10 seconds. The slides are then placed on a metal 

tray that has been covered with --,lSSUO paper, and air-dried. 

Preparations for staining 

1. Carbol fuchsin 

The following stem solution of cqrbol fuchsin is sent to the team: 

basic fuchsin 
96% alcohol 

20 g 
200 ml. 

On receipt of the carbol fuchsin, the solution is inspected for sediment: 

if any precipitate is observed a little 96% alcohol is added and the bottle is 
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shaken until all sediment is dissolved. The stain is prepared by mixing the stem 

solution with 100 ml liquid phenol and adding 1800 ml. distilled water. No filtra-

tion is necessary. 

2. Sulphuric acid 

The sulphuric ccid solution for decolourization is prepared as follows: 

pure concentrated sulphuric acid (H2 SO4) 
tap wat'3r 

300 ml (approx. 500 g) 
1500 ml. 

The acid is added carefully and slowly to the water. 

3. picric acid 

The picric acid solution for counter-staining is prepared as follows: 

picric acid (p~vder) 
distilled v;ater 

15 g 
2000ml. 

The solution is shaken until the picric acid powder is diE'solved, and is then 

filtrated. 

Microscopy 

Microscopy is always performed by the laboratory technician. 

bne drop of immersion oil is dripped onto the ~meared slide without touching 

the fi1rllwi th the glass rod. 

M:1.ci'roscopy is confined to one-half of the slide, the half which does not 

contain the serial number of the specimen. On this area the technician reads 

>~ach .f'~ldof ,focus along, two horizontal· and two vertical lines •. The slides are 

read lV:ith ,a magnification of approximately 800. 
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The horizont~l lines are read first, then the vertical lines. After one 

field is read the mechanical stage is moved and adjusted so that the edge of 

the field to bo examined just touches the edge of the preceding field. All 

levels of each field of focus a~e examined. 

The acid-fast bacilli are counted on a counter. The examination is 

stopped if and when a count of 100 is reached, and the number of lines examined 

when the count reached 100 is recorded. Othenrise the total number of bacilli 

counted within the four lines is recorded. (See Records 5.) 

Oil is 'wiped off the lens after the examination of each Slide. The immer-

sian oil is removed from the slide by dipping it into a xylol bath. 

The laborato~y technician. should normally not read more than 30 slides 

per day. 

Specimens that are to be sent for culture are kept under refrigeration 

until shipment~ tho others are discarded into the plastic waste bags (see 

special instructions fo~ selection and shipment of specimens for culture). 

After work in a sample g:,oup is completed all slides are forwarded to 

the TRO in the ca-rdboard boxes in which they were received. A double layer 

of tissue paper is placed betvreen the slides when packing them for shipment • 

• Safety precautions 

The personnel involved in the bacteriological examinations nru.st always 

keep in mind that the I:1aterial vrith which they are working may be infected and 

must therefore be handle~ with caution. 

wnen collecting sputa the staff wear cotton gowns reserved for this 

purpose., and should: whenever feasible practically, use surgical masks cover-

ing the lower half of the face including the nose. They should, moreover, take 

care not to stand in the direct line of the cough when collecting specimens. 
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Personnel doing laboratory work must also wear a special gown and must 

practice extreme caution in handling the specimens. 

All staff involved in the bacteriological examinations should wash their 

hands and arms frequently. The best washing technique is two thorough soapings 

with a thorough water rinse after each soaping. 



X-RAY EXAMINATION . 
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The X-ray exa.mi.na.tion consists in the taking and the reading of two 70 mIll 

photofluorograms. The films are processed and read in the field to provide a 

basis for repeat bacteriological examination. Special instructions are issued 

for these repeat examinations. All films are eventually read by other readers. 

X-ray e:::.J.tIiination is only done among certain age groups of the population. 

These groups are defined in special instructions issued periodically. 

Site for the X-ray unit 

An appropriate site for the X-ray unit is chosen when the location of the 

sample group has been established. A building, e.g. a schoolhouse, is preferable, 

but if there is no suitable building available a level and - if possible - shaded 

location is selected. If the population to be examined is widely scattered, several 

si tes may have to be chosen and tre X-ray unit moved from site to site in order to 

complete the exarninations. 

If the vohicles used to transport the X-ray unit cannot get through to the 

community selected, the nearest accessible site is located. If, hmvever, it 

becomes clear during the examinations that only a limited number of the population 

can be persuaded to walk to this site, X-ray examinat;ton is discontirmed for the 

group. 

Assembling and checking of X-ray equipment 

The assembling and operation of the X-ray unit are carried out under the 

supervision of the X-ray technician or, in his absence, another international 

member of the team. 

Wnen the team arr::v-cs a final appraisal is made of the site chosen for 

the X-ray unit. The generator is placed on a level surface at full cable length 
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from the X-ray nachine, the g<merator exhaust pipe directed av!ay from the 

'working area, and the cable narked uith flashes of coloured cloth. 

As the equip::lE?nt is unloc.ded, each i ten is placed approximately in the 

poGition it is to occupy when lllounted. When the site is in the open, a pali-

sade is erected around the equipment. The generator, the X-reW nachine and 

the canera are then mounted and earthed separately, and all cables are 

connected. After the cable connexions have been tested the function and out-

put of the generator are checked. The protective screens are placed in 

position, and when this has been done - Clnd only then - the X-ray apparatus 

is switched on Clnd tested. 

The control IiIeters are read and the various pitches of hum and surge 

noises peculiar to the equipment observed, and if these appear to be in order 

a test film is taken of the Cll1.lDini1L1TI step 'imdge using the single-shot 

cassette. After development in the processing box designed for this purpose, 

the test fiJn is inspected and compared -itith a control filn of the step ·wedge. 

This procedure serves to test the proper functioning of all equipment (except 

the serial cassette) and allov!s the technician to Tilake the necessary adjust-

ments, and is carried out each tine thE) X-ray unit equipment is reasser;lbled. 

Taking of photofluorograns 

Before any exposures are made the specially designed co-ordinate fratle 

is attached to the front of the caJJ.era hood. 

A guide stationed at the X-ray unit keeps the examinees in household 

units and in order of arrival. He ushers one household at a time into the 

X-ray enclosure or room. Here the examinees are given an explanation and 

demonstration of -'That they rust do during examination. The members of the 
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household are arranged in such an order that those who are least likely to under-

stliIld the procedures can watch the others being X-rayed before their turn comes. 

The examinees are askeq to remove all bands and necklaces from the chest and, if 

fell.sible, to undress to the waist. As the examinees come forward one by one to 

their identity is carefully checked by the operator. A check is also 

legibility of the numbers entered on the card before it is inserted 

The operator adjusts the controls according to the exposure 

The positioner places the examinee in front of the camera hood (postero-

anterior projection) vvith his chest touching the front· of the hood, the upper edge 

'ofthe hood tilting his head back slightly and the backs of his hands· on his hips. 

The examinee is instructed to take a deep breath and to hold it, and the exposure 

is made. The film is then 'wound forward 'one frame and the card-holder drawn open 

and closed again so that the camera is ready for the next exposure. If the ' 

operatbr suspects that the examinee moved during exposure or failed to breathe 

deeply or to hold his breath, another exposure is made; a retake is also done if 

the· operator suspects that the X-ray unit did not function properly~ 

... When a satisfactory exposure has been made, either the patient lift is low'ered 

'S.pproximately 4 em or' the X-ray tube and the camera are rai sed 4 cm. The examinee 

is again instructed to take a deep breath and to 'hold it, the exposure is made and 

one fraine. Thereafter the card is taken from the card-holdeJ 

and the film roll number (see below) is recorded on the card. If it should prove 

im!'>O'ssible to obtaina satisfactory photofluorogram of the examinee because of 

.l.ruihility or unvill:i.ngness to' co-operate, this ':'s recorded instead. (See 

lrecords '2.) 

'The last frame of each three-metre 'film roll is used for control and identi

fication: for this exposure the step wedge is slipped over the front of the camera 
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hood and lead numbers identifying the group and the film roll are attached. 

The group number is the appropriate tvro-digi t number. The film roll number 

is a three-digit number. Each team numbers its filr.J. rolls consecutively 

throughout the entire survey work, regardless of group or country, assigning 

number 001 to the first film roll, 002 to the second, etc. 

~s each film roll is finished (approximntely 40 exposures) the magazine 

is removed from the serial cassette and wrapped in a black cloth satchel. 

Processing of photofluorograms 

All dark-room Vlork is done in a blncked-out room with a guarded entrance. 

If the black-out is not effective the vJork must be done after dark; often 

the laboratory may be used as a dark-room at night. Tvw tables to serve as 

IIdry bench" and "wet bench" must be available in the dark-room. 

The dry bench is covered Trith rubber sheeting, synthetic foam rubber 

sheeting or two thicknesses of clean boiled cloth and the follovring items 

placed on it: the magazines containing the e.~posed films, fresh film rolls 

to refill the magazines, scis~ors, plastic developing spools, the device for 

loading these spools, a dry hand tovvel and a time. clock. 

The developing, rinsing, fixing and washing tanks are placed on the wet 

bench; they are filled with enough of the appropriate solutions to cover the 

film vrhen irrrrnersed. 

The solutions are prepared on the day before or during the early hours 

of the day. on 1'Thich they are to be used. The water used in the processing 

should be strained or filtered free of particles and grit. As far as 

possible the solutions should be stored at the temperature at 'which they 

will be used so that only minor adjustments need be made immediately before 

processing. During processinG the solutions should be l"rithin the temperature 
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range 18-240 C and the corresponding times those recommended by the fiJJn and 

chemical manufacturing firms. If it is necessary to use solutions in the tempe

rature range 24-290 C, sodium sulphate should be added to the developer (approxi-

mately 200 g per litre), and the developing time increased by 30 per cent. To 

avoid reticulation the difference in temperature between developer and fixing 

solution should not exceed 3°c. 
o 

If the temperature of the solutions can not be kept within the range 18-24 C, 

temperature and development time are recorded on the film frame immediately 

above the wedge image. If adequate vrashing is not possible, this is also recorded 

on the film above the wedge image. 

The best method of drying the fill'Jl is probably to hang it from the dark-room 

ceiling withe a weight attached to the bottom. The film should be dried quickly, 

but excessive and unequal heat should be avoided. The film dryer may be used when 

there is an adequate supply of electricity; the generator must ~ be used for 

... this pUrpoSe. When dry the films are rolled and put into their 'containers together 

or tea-leaves or s:iJnilar desicca.tive mate,rial. 

of photofluorograms 

All photofluorograms are read by tho X-ray technician. Vrhenever the team 

leader is present throughout the examination of a group he makes aD additional, 
'" .. ,' .-, ., 

independent reading of all photofluorograms for that group. All precautions should 

be taken to prevent the ~eaders from influencing one another. Each reader uses 

to record his ~indings, and the readers are not allowed to compare 
. ,. - .. ~ 

... their findings. Other members of the team should make occasional practice readings 

that they can take over in an emergency_ Such practice readings are not reco:rdOO. 

Th~ reading is done in a quiet room in which only the reader is present, so 

reading can proceed with a minimum of disturbance. The reading should be 
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done at the tLlG of day 1yhon the reader fools l.1ost refreshed and alert. The 

lighting should be SUbc..11Od to prevent peripheral ~;lare. 

Only shacio-:rs that are alien to the de:--lsity pattern of the nor:c18.1 lung 

fields are c)l':!.sidered rolev2.nt and recorded. The reader should cor::plete1y 

ignore shado'.:s duG to abnor::lalitiGs of the hili) the ['1ediastinwn, the heart, 

the diaphr2.grl or the bony and c2rtilacdnous stnlCtures, even 1';hen the abnor-

nalities aP1Jear to be of clinical sir;nificance. 

Each photof1uorogra2:1 is read by a zigzaG xanning of t he lung fields. 

The reader scans the richt lung first, zigza~::;ing dowITifards in about 5-7 

svreeps. '.'.'he:1 the reader has scann.3d both lung fields he scrutinizes the 

apices again. The reader need not keep track of which of two photofluoro-

grar.ls of a pair he is currently reading, ~Jut as soon as he is alerted by an 

abnorr.lal shadow-like confiGuration in the lung field he should cOElpare the 

suspect area with the corresponclinl~ area i!1 the other photofluorogran. 

A shadOlI-like configuration in one of a pair of photofluoro~rans ElUst 

not be accepted as a ~ll_a_~ unless it is seen in the other photof1uorograr,1 as 

v.-ell. Because of the different projections in thG tyro exposures, readinG; of 

the oth8r photof1uorogran often reveals such confic:urationsas due to fusions 

of discrete 81ements, notably vessels, or as a blood vessel X-rayed along its 

axis. In SODe cases> hm,-ever, there is no apparent reason why a shadow-like 

configuration is seon on only one of the photof1uorograns. 

\.,.rhon a shadoYI is seen on both photofluorogrffills it L1Ust not be accepted 

as Ee2.:.~~~~ if the cause of the shadorr is explained - as, for exanple, an 

artefact or an extra-thoracic object - by the other photofluorograL1, or if 

the relevancy is ckmiod by an integrated interpretation of the shadovr on IJoth 

photofluorograns, for example, as boing caused by callus due to rib fracture, 
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densities inside the ribs, etc •. ·The reader should not concern· himself with the 

possible clinical significance of the relevant shadoV'rs. His task is to note all 

relevant shadmvs and to reco:r:d their shape and location in the X-ray report. No 

recording is :made of photofluorograms that appear normal. ratails of recording 

procedures are given in Records 6-7. 

As a pair of photofluorograns must be read to determine tre presence of relevant 

shadows, retakes must be made for all persons with one technically inadequate photo-

flu oro gram. For practical purposes a new E,a,ir of photofluorograms is always taken. 

1fhen the films have been read they are sent to the TRO. 

Safetz precautions 

In X-ray work the two main operational hazards are the risk of electric shock 

and the cumulative effect of repeated exposure to X-ray radiation. Care should be 

taken to reduce these risks by proper arrangement and handling of the various parts 

of the X-ray equipment. 

The following precautions are taken to diminish the risk of electric shock: 

1. all electrical apparatus must be properly earthed. Other metal objects 

in the vicinity of exposed high-voltage parts, which may become charged by ij,1Cuc--

tion, should also be earthed; 

2. the current is switched,on only after all equipment is assembled; and 

the current must be switched off and the apparatus discharged before electrical 
.. 

parts are touched or discormected; 

3. all apparatus are switched off except when in use; 

4. a regular systematic check is made of all plugs, connexions outside the 

apparatus and insulation; 

5. fuses other than those specified must never be used; 

6. the operator stands on a dry insulating surface. 
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The follovring precautions arc taken to reduce the radiation exposure: . 

1. the aligrun.ent of the X-ray tube i5 frequently checked: the X-ray beam 

should only just cover the front of the camera hood; 

2. during operation the public is not allowed vlithin a radius of 5 

metres of the X-ray unit, and the staff 1:r,lSt always be behiDd the protective 

screens during exposure. The screens are so placed that they cut out both 

primary and scattered radiation. Staff Dust never hold exa':1inees in position 

du ring expo su re. 

The X-ray tecwician, under the supervision of the team leader, is 

responsible for the instruction of personnel, national as well as interna-

tional, in safety neasu:res to be taken 1Then working 'with the X-rayu.nit. 

To control the effectiveness of the moasures taken to protect personnel 

fron stray radiation, persons regularly working vd.th the X-ray unit carry a 

radiation monitoring film. Part of the monitoring film should be covered on 

both sides vlith radiopaque nate rial to ensure an unexposed area. The film 

is carried in a breast pocket or attached to the clothes and worn for one 

week at a tine; it is then processed and studied by the X-ray technician 

and the team leader. If appreciable darkening of the film is observed, in 

comparison with an unexposed film developed at the same t::'ne, the protective 

measures IT!ust be reviowed imnediately and any flaws corrected. 

Possible hanuul effects of ionizinG radiation on the personnel operat-... 
ing the X-ray unit should be detected as early as possible. For this reason 

the personnel should be under ro~ular nodical observation. Blood tests are 

nade before employr,lent and thereafter at regular intervals of not more than 

six r.1onths. They should include a red cell count, haemoglobin detennination, 

white cell cO\mt and differentialliihite cell count. (The counting technique 
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should be standardized and the counts performed under uniform conditions to prevent 

local variations in technique obscuring the results.) In addition, a complete 

physical examination is made annually of all personnel regularly employed in the 

X-ray unit. 

The terun leader is responsible for Elaking suitable arrangements for the 

appropriate examination of X-ray unit personnel. Although the team leader is not 

responsible for regular medical examination of national personnel attached to the 

team, he should discuss the problem with the national health authorities and suggest 

that identical arrangements be made for national as for international personnel. 
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In addition to conducting the survey proper, the team also collects data on 

the average nwnber of patients hospitalized for pulmonary tuberculosis in the 

country during the period of the survey. In some cases the data can be obtained 

by consulting national statistical authorities; but often, no doubt, it vdllbe 

necessary to visit the tuberculosis hospitals and sanitoria in order to obtain the 

required inforoation. 

All patients diagnosed as suffering froD pulmonary tuberculosis who sleep in 

the institutions, and only such patients, are included in the count. Ambulatory 

and day patients are not included. 

A report of the data collected is prepared by the team leader and the stati-

stician, and copies are forwarded to the Regional Office and to the TRO. The 

report should include details of how the data were collected, judgment of the 

reliability of the figures and impresS,ions of the diagnostic methods detemining 

admittance to hospital. 
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Individual card· 
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All ini'ormation is recorded in the individual card (Appendix 5) in ink. 

Sections 1, name, and 2, father' s/husband' s name, are always filled in with 

Latin letters. Age in years is estin~ted and recorded in section 3; age of 

children under 1 year is recorded by month: one month is recorded as 1/12, two 

months as 2/12, etc. Sex is recorded in section 4 by making a cross in the appro-

priate box. 

In section 5 a humber of five digits is recorded, the first two digits identi-

fying the sample group and the last three the individual. Consecutive group numbers 

are used t;hroughoutthe survey work, from 01 to 50 in West Africa and 51 to 99 in 

East Jl,.frica. The group numbers are repeated when 50 sample groups are completed; 

letters or other numbers should never be used to indicate groups or divisions of 

groups. Three-,digit serial numbers starting with 001 are used to identify indivi-

duals in each sample group. The group and individual numbers are stamped on the 

individual cards "Wi th a numbering machine before registration begins. 

The household number is recorded in section 6; ,and household status -- head of 

family, wife, !i1other,nephew; friend, servant, etc. -,is also recorded. in section 6. 

The relation always refers to the head of the family, but it the. household includes 

many related fafnilies, i.e ~,. if married sonS and daughters of the family head live 

within the same· household, an attempt is made to identify the subgroups by number

ingthem (so~, wife of sonl , daughter of so~, etc.). 

Yfuen a group is examined for previous BCG vaccination lesions section 7is 

filled in for every person by r.lakiIll; a cross in the appropriate box. Vlhen the 

group is not exruaincd for lesions, the section 1s not filled in. 
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Section 8 is used for persons classified as temporarily absent or tempo-

rarily present. The letters TA or TP, the reason for, and the completed and 

remaining periods of the absence or presence are recorded, e.g., TA, minework 

in Johannesburg, 5 months/3 months. For persons not belonging to the group a 

diagonal cross is made over the card Clnd the statement IIDoes not belong to 

sample ll is recorded in section 8. 

The date of the first visit is stamped on the first line of section 9. 

Immediately after the MlC 5 TU test is given, 5 TU is stamped under II Dose II , 

section 10. For persons who are absent or refuse to be tested, ABSENT or 

UNCO-OP is written (stamped) under ffDose ll • Each time an attempt is made to 

locate a person for exrunination the date is stamped in section 9. 

If bacteriological examination is carried out at the first visit the 

results of this exrunination are also recorded on the first line. If no exami-

nation is made because the person is belmv the age-l~nit specified for bacte-

riological examination, the word E.XCLUDED is strunped in section 12. If the 

person refuses .examination, UNCO-OP is stamped. For persons examined, both 

cough and sputum are recorded in section 12: + is recorded when a satis-

. factory cough is produced, Vi ·when the COUGh is considered too weak and - if 

a person, tho~gh willing, cannot produce a cough at all. A + is recorded if 

sputum is obtained, - if it is not. 

The X-ray examination is recorded by stamping the film roll number on 

the first line of section 14 after tV'ro satisfactory exposures have been made. 

If no exa~nation is made because the person is belmv the age-limit specified 

for X-ray examination, EXCLUDED is stamped in section 14. If a person refuses 

to be examined or. is not sufficiently co-operative for ~ro satisfactory 

exposures to be r.1ade, UNCO-OPis stamped in this section. 

/ 
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Uponcompletion:of exa.m:i,nations for the day the cards are returned to the nurse 

responsible for the reading of the tuberculin reactions. When the films have:been 

read the completed X-ray reports are given to her as well. In every instance where 

a photofluorogram is recorded as "technically. inadequate II in the X-ray report, tn,e' 

corresponding individual card with the word RETAKE in section 15. 

The date of the second visit is stamped on the second line of section <j'for 

.all persons who attended the first visit. For persons not returning, ABSENT is 

. stamped under "Dose II , section 10, second line. athervdse the transverse diameter 

(in mm)of the induration of the reaction is recorded on the first line, section 11. 

Complications are also recorded in section 11: B for bulla, V for vesicle, P for 

pustule, L for lymphangitis and N for necrosis. If there are no complications, a -
, . 

is recorded. If a second tuberculin test is given and/or bacteriological examina-

tion takes place, this is recorded on the second line. For persons with RETAKE 

recorded in section 15, a new X-ray examination is made and the film roll number 

recorded on the second line of section 14. 

At the third visit (if any) recordings are made on the third and second lines 
"... ~ .. 

in the same way as described for the second visit. 

If BCG vaccination is given, the vaccine lot number is recorded in section 16. 

No space is reserved for noting the reader of the tuberculin reactions because 

all reactions should be read by the same person and her name is recorded in the work 

report. If, however, more than one reader is used, their initials are recorded 

under "Remarks", section 17. 
'. '... -f", 

'" ,-

The macroscopic description of the sputum is recorded in section 25 on the back 

of the card. The date of inspection is stamped on the first line. The estDnated 

quantity of sputum is recorded in ml on the second line. The sputum is described, on 

the third line, as containing S - saliva, llfl - mucus, P - purulent material, and/or 

B - blood. If the specimen contains more than one of these materials all appropriate 
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letters are entered. FUrther observations and remarks, if any, on the macroscopic 

appearance of the sputum are given on the fourth line of section 25. 

:::::un.ediately after examination of a sample group is completed the individual 

cards.are forwarded by air to the TRO. 

Work report 

A work report (Appendix 6) is filled in for each sample group. 

The work reports are prepared in three copies:. one copy is forwarded to 

the Regional Office and one to the TRO as soon as possible, and the third copy 

is kept on file by the team o In addition to the information contained in the 

work report the team leader and/or the statistician prepares a supplementary 
. . 

narrative report which includes additional information on the sample group and 

the work as well as a description of the sampling procedures and a map of the 

community shoydng the selected households. 

Most of the entries in the report are self-explanatory. For a few, how-

ever, some comment may be useful. 

Country, Province, District, Locality. The administrative divisions used 

in the census report on which the sampling was based should be given. If 

further details are considered necessary, they are included in the supplementary 

work report. 

Climate, Prevailing vreather during work. A very brief statement is 

sufficient - for example, fltropical, dryli. 

Description of group and Yvork. Description of the' characteristics of the 

sample group and an account of the work performed should include race, language, 

occupations, prosperity of the group;. co-operation of the population in general 

and of the local authorities;. organization of vvork: house-to-house visits or 

attendance at a central examination site. 
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If the space available for this entry is not sufficient, further details are 

supplementary work report •. 

Re.sults of tuberculin testing. Reactions of persons \lJith definite or doubt-

ful BOG lesions are not included in the distributions. 

" 

Laboratory report 

The laboratory report (Appendix 7) is made out in two copies. Thenurnber and 

name of the sample group and the name of the persohpreparing the smears are entered 

in the report. As each smear is prepared, the first digit of the' thr~e-digit 

individual (serial)number is recorded in the report. 

When microscopy is done the name of the person reading the smears arid the date 

are entered in the report. The result of microscopy is recorded in the ItResultll 

column as follows : if no bacilli are found, 0 is rec'ordedj . if there are 'from 1 to 

...... I " . 

99 bacilli; the number is recorded, if there are 100 or more, C is recorded together 

with a figure indicating how far the reader had gone in the reading when the count 

reached ioo: 0 0.5 indicates that approximately half of the' first hOl'i%r,lltal line 

~~ read b~fore the count reached 100 bacilli, 0 2.1 that 100 bacilli were counted 

after the two horizontal lines and approximately one,;,tenth ·of the first . .vertical 

line were read. Presence of doubtful or uncharacteristic bacilli, deficiencies in 

the smearing and staining techniques and any additional observations are recorded 

in the IIRemarks!l column. 

'When a specime~ is fO:M{arded for culture, the'i·mtials ·.of the .laboratory to 

which it is sent are recorded in the last column. 

One copy of the report is forvvarded by air to the TRO as soon as .work in the 

sampi~ group is completed; the other is k~pt by the team. 
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X-ray report 

An X-ray report (Appendix 8) is prepared for each exposed film roll. All 

entries are made in ink. The reader ent~rs group number, name of group and 

film roll number before he teads the filIIl, and enters name and date vThen the 

entire roll has been;read. The films are read as described in X-ray examina-

tion 5-7. An entry is made in the X-ray report for each pair of photofluoro-

grams shoiving one or more relevant shadows and for each technically inadequate 

photofluorogram. No entry is made for technically adequate photofluorograms 

shovving no relevant shadow. 

TechnicalLy~uate photofluorograms are recorded by noting the serial 

numbers on the appropriate line. 

Each pair of phot.ofluorograms shovring a r~levant shadmT is recorded in one 

of the sections of the report Oy entering the serial number of the film, sketch-

.. ing the shadow on the lung diagram, and recording the co-ordinates of the shadow 
.. . , " 

given. by the vnrl;) , co-ordinate frame. The shadO'w is sketched and the co-ordinates 

givel1 from the photofluorogram taken when the camera was. in the higher position. 

Sketch in lung diagram~. The relevant shadow is outlined and the area 
,'. • <. •• • 

hatched~. The presence C?f. a cavity is indicated by leaving the area of the 

cavityunhatched. In sketching cavities, only the parts of the borderline that 

are actually obse rved are dravm • 

. Co-ordinates of findings. All squares of the co-ordinate frame YiTholly or 

partly covered by a shadoli, are recorded. 

Remarks •. 1Nhen a cavity ha~ been sketched in the lung diagr~, ~AVIT*" is 

entered in "Remarks"j when the reader feels that the shadow repre~ents calcified 

and/or fibrotic lesions only, CALCIFIED and/or FIBROTIC is entered. Other 

pertinent observations may also be recorded in this space. 
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The X-ray reports are made in duplicate; the original is sent to the TRO as 

soon as work in the Group is completed and the copy is kept by the team. 

The X-ray technichWl keeps a daily log book giving a brief and factual account 

of the day-to-day function and operation of the X-ray equipment. The entries 

1nc~ude hours of work, distances travelled by each vehicle, hours of operation of 

~ the generator, petrol consumed by the vehicles and by the generator, number of 

exposures made, and obs.ervations on the performance of the equipment. For each 

group exrunined the X-ray technician submits a short summary of the log book 

team leader for inclusion in the supplementary work report (see Records 4). 
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During his initial visit to the country, the team leader collects data on the 

following points relevant for the selection of communities and the planning of 

field work. 

1. It may be necessary or advisable to exclude from the rurvey certain popu-

lation groups, such as small ethnic groups distinct from the main population, 

nomads who cannot be reached for examination at any time of the year, communities 

in well-defined areas of political or military unrest, etc. For all such groups, 

size and location of the group are ascertained and information is obtained as to 

whether the group, if included in the census, is well enough defined to be removed 

from the population figures by district or community. 

2. Organization of the non-nomadic population~ the extent to which the popu-

lation live in towns and villages, the extent to which they live scattered over 

large areas. 

3. The average number of persons that can be examined in a three-week period, 

including time for travel and preparation of work - i.e., the size of the sample 

group. 

4. Accessibility of communities in some areas may vary with season and climate, 

and some population groups may leave their homes and live in the fields or forests 

for extended periods or may move with their herds during certain seasons of the year. 

For all such groups the location and the periods of accessibility are determined. 
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Fisher, ~A. & Yates, F. Statistical tables for biological, agricultural and 
medical research. 3rd ed. rev. and onl. Edinburgh, Oliver & Boyd, 1949. p.10? 

10 27 53 96 23 

28 41 50 61 88 

34 21 42 57 02 

61 81 77 23 23 

61 15 18 13 54 

91 76 21 64 64 

00 97 79 08 06 

36 46 18 34 94 

88 98 99 60 50 

04 37 59 87 21 

63 62 06 34 41 

78 47 23 5390 

87 68 62 15 43 

47 60 92 10 77 

56 88 87 59 41 

02 57 45 86 67 

31 54 14 13 17 

28 50 16 43 36 

63 29 62 66 50 

45 65 58 26 51 

39 65 36 63 70 

73 71 98 16 04 

72 20 56 20 11 

75 17 26 99 76 

37 48 60 82 29 

68 06 02 60 72 

14 23 96 61 67 

49 08 9S 21 44 

78 37 06 08 43 

37 21 34 17 68 

14 29 09 34 04 

58 43 26 06 36 

10 43 67 2S 70 

44 36 86 39 54 

90 69 59 19 51 

41 47 10 25 62 

91 94 14 63 19 

80 06 54 18 66 

G7 72 77 63· 48 

59 40 24 13 27 

05 90 35 69 95 

44 43 80 69 98 

61 81 31 "96 62 

42 88 07 10 05 

77 94 30 05 39 

78 83 19 7S 11) 

87 76 59 61 81 

91 43 05 96 47 

84 97 77 72 73 

71 50 5i~ 35 23 

64 85 27 20 18 

59 19 18 97 48 

82 82 11 54 08 

16 86 20 26 68 

44 91 13 32 97 

37 30 28 59 85 

75 20 60 27 77 
65 95 ;9 42 94 

05 02 03 24 17 

94 21 78 55 09 

34 41 92 45 71 

53 14 36 59 25 

66 59 53 11 52 

65 26 04 67 53 

73 43 07 34 48 

46 62 11 90 60 

28 97 85 56 99 

02 63 45 52 36 

76 96 59 36 72 

77 45 65 50 51 

29 18 94 51 23 

72 65 71 06 66 

89 37 20 70 01 

61 30 15 39 14 

83 71 46 30 49 

70 52 B5 01 50 

25 27 99 41 28 

63 fl (;2 42 29 

fi8 96 83 23 55 

67 83 07 55 07 

49 52 83 51 14 

60 6<: 8:1 03 42 

86 97 37 44 22 

65 3S 52 85 13 

97 05 31 03 61 

75 89 11 47 11 

09 18 94 06 19 

64 06 31 55 58 

79 26 86 86 30 

01 61 16 96 94 

46 f8 05 14 82 

0': 57 2'j ~o 59 

24 96 65 63 21 

28 10 99 00 27 

94 11 66 64 26 

43 63 64 61 61 

55 78 99 95 24 

09 62 06 55 72 

54 31 04 82 98 

63 36 36 05 56 

80 30 03 30 98 

53 26 70 58 96 

90 74 80 55 09 

75 31 62 66 54 

53 56 68 53 40 

78 91 69 16 00 

93 62 40 69 96 

47 97 61 56 51 

72 76 45 16 94 

09 23 70 70 07 

54 47 33 70 15 

66 25 69 07 04 

95 .79 88 37 31 

44 26 87 93 29 

68 12 93 64 28 

57 22 52 76 23 

67 63 47 54 75 

86 57 45 71 46 

74 13 39 35 22 

76 51 94 84 86 

79 57 95 13 91 

77 31 61 95 46 

48 38 75 93 29 

89 17 95 68 29 

01 84 02 78 43 

07 41 08 34 66 

3~ 68 95 10 96 

32 84 60 15 31 

76 58 30 63 64 

47 56 91 29 34 

10 80 21 38 84 

00 95 01 31 76 

07 26 37 07 61 

20 26 36 31 62 

31 56 34 19 09 

08 4C 07 17 61 

24 33 45 77 58 

01 31 1'0 10 39 

50 78 13 69 36 

90 78 50 05 62 

46 72 60 18 77 

47 2l 61 88 32 

12 73 73 99 12 

23 54 20 86 85 

65 76 36 95 90 

37 55 65 78 78 

87 12 49 03 60 

04 14 12 15 09 

39 71 65 09 62 

05 24 67 70 07 

44 07 39 55 43 

14 53 90 51 17 

84 80 32 75 77 

01 74 39 59 73 

08 43 18 73 68 

43 56 47 71 66 

92 34 66 01 82 

29 95 61 83 83 

12 38 92 79 43 

59 24 48 40 35 

48 68 64 71 06 

50 41 06 94 76 

77 09 61 67 84 

46 24 79 16 76 

24 70 36 54 54 

83 24 78 43 20 

44 67 76 14 55 

30 53 36 02 95 

79 93 96 36 63 

97 48 72 66 48 

26 97 05 73 51 

06 87 37 78 48 

02 39 56 03 46 

10 £2 98 19 41 

19 42 74 39 91 

09 24 23 00 62 

44 73 67 34 77 

67 29 25 58 84 

05 87 31 (')6 95 

90 56 35 OS 09 

17 16 29 56 63 

11 16 36 27 03 

68 69 86 95 44 

19 57 92 36 59 

22 45 44 84 11 

80 45 67 93 82 

53 58 47 70 93 

37 68 53 37 31 

77 79 13 57 44 

55 66 12 62 11 

27 80 30 21 $0 

49 99 57 9462 

23 86 66 99 07 

18 48 27 45 68 

01 48 41 19 10 

41 15 20 76 27 

2. 78 25 47 47 

94 76 62 11 89 

84 97 50 87 46 

42 34 43 39 28 

52 01 63 01 59 

56 08 25 78 29 

30 19 99 85 48 

67 69 61 34 25 

46 76 29 67 02 

55 51 33 12 91 

79 88 01 97 30 

14 85 11 47 23 

50 03 42 99 36 

il 65 70 22 12 

81 83 17 16 33 

06 69 44 77 75 

14 80 25 51 01 

59 28 61 7196 

92 63 13 47 48 

44 88 01 62 12 

49 34 88 73 61 

08 58 25 58 94 

09 71 17 24 89 

53 33 18 72 87 

45 56 00 84 47 

97 74 06 5. 17 

18 83 99 47 99 

41 96 53 78 72 

5(; 12 80 73 16 

91 15 79 74 58 

86 50 60 00 25 

12 45 57 .9 09 

43 12 74 49 14 

38 78 94 49 81 

78 86 72 84 95 

84 95 48 46 45 

14 93 87 81 40 

24 62 20 42 31 

75 70 16 88 24 

85 81 56 39 38 

71 26 35 83 71 

59 60 10 39 66 

08 99 55 64 57 

10 92 35 36 12 

96 88 57 17 91 

36 37 34 92 09 

27 23 65 30 72 

35 19 54 07 73 

50. 47 02 29 16 

A7 41 fi() 7fi A::I 44 RR qfi ()7 RO. R" 00:; 8::1 3A 9fi 73 70 1i6 81 90 30 56 10 48 59 
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A constructed ex~~ple is given to illustrate the random selection of communi

ties to be included in the survey. For convenience it is assumed that there are 

only 50 communi ties in the country and that none are to be excluded from the survey. 

The census figures for the communities are arranged as follows: 

Community Number of Accumulated " Community Number of Accumulated 
ii 

(number) inhabitants figure 1\ (rru.mber) inhabitants figure 
:1 

1 4,080 4,000 
'i 26 121,377 !l 4,210 
1i 

2+10 (701) 1,196 5,276 , 27 4,372 125,749 

3 20,809 26,035 
:, 28+31 (180) 1,113 126,862 
I! 

4 6,515 32,600 
Ii 29 5,672 132,534 !1 

5 6,391 ;S,991 
:1 30 12,167 144,701 
j, 

6 6,55.1 . 45,542 il (31 933) 
!\ 

7 2,579 48,121 :1 32 1,703 146,404 

8 6,625 54,746 
! ~ (498) 1,188 147,592 
II 33+49 
'I 

9+11+18 (492) 1,142 55,888 ij 34 61,162 208 , 754 

(10 495) \I 35 2,094 210,848 
I' 

(11 100) Ii 36 11,367 222,215 
q 

12 4,282 60,170 
:1 37 9,512 231,727 
ii 

13+23 '(801) 1,310 61,480 \.1 38 6,547 2;S,274 
II 

14 5,377 66,857 \\ 39 5,503 243,777 

15 3,6S0 70,537 ~ 1 40 1,209 244,986 

16. 14,674 85,211 
Ii 41 6,020 251,006 
~ ; 

17 4,,896 90,107 !I 42 6,506 257,512 
i' 

(18 550) 
q 43 8,114 265,626 
Ii 

19 1,853 91,960 II 44 3,827 269,453 

20 4,467 96,427 ,j 45 3,702 273,155 
I' 

21 3,194 99,621 'i 46 19,580 292,735 
II 

22 1,514 101,135 11 47 29,434 322,169 

(23 ' 509) II 48 3,712 325,881 
:( 

24 13,,417 114,552 " (49 690) 
11 

25 2,615 117,167 
II 50 7,206 333,007 :1 
Ii 

Small communities of less than 1000 inhabitants are grouped together so that 

each entry on the list comprises at least 1000 inhabitants. Reference is made to 

a detailed map of the country when grouping communities so that adjacent ccoouni-

ties are grouped together. 
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Suppose three communities are to be randomly selected. Three random 

numbers (from 1 to 333087, the total population of the country) are drawn from 

the table of random numbers (Appendix 2) as follows. A team member is asked 

to dictate, without seeing the table, six consecutive numbers from 1 to 50 to 

indicate the vertical colUli1lls, one number from 1 to 50 to indicate a horizontal 

line, and the direction "Upll or IIdownll. Suppose "columns 27 to 32, line 9, 

up" is dictated. Reading up from line 9 in columns 27-32, numbers 899643, 

160008, 534001, etc. are found. The first number is rejected as being greater 

, than the total population of the country. The second number indicates a per-

son living i:n community number 34, and community number 34 is thus the first 

,community' selected'for the survey. 309805 and 055639 are the next acceptable 

numbers, and communities number 47 and 9+11+18 are included in the survey. 

IvIuch cOLlputing and writing of figures can often be spared if population 

figures are in the first instance only cumulated by large a,dministrative areas 

(districts or counties). Detailed cumulations by cormnunities then need only 

'be done for those aistricts in which the selected nurnbers falL 

If the census reports do not give popul:ation breakdavmsbeyond the 

district level, the appropriate number of di'stricts is randomly selected as 

illustrated. Within the districts selected population data by community ar~;/ 

'sought at the district HQ. If data giving the number of persons in each 

cOLwunity are available, these data are arranged as illustrated and the cormnu-

nity to be included in the survey is chosen by a novr random selection. If the 

oniy data available are numbers' oi'households" or ritiinbers of taxpayers in each 

community, these nrunbers are used instead as weights in the selection. 
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The community has 1472 inhabitants according to a two-year old census. The 

statistician, in collaboration with local authorities, draws a map of the town 

dividing it into blocks, estimates the number of inhabitants in each block, 

allocates block numbers and decides the beginning point and direction in each 

block as follows: 
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The sample group is deterrniEcd by rnndornly selecting tvvo persons to begin 

bvo half -groups of 300 persons each. '~'o select these persons, tYro numbers are 

drmrm froB the table of randon numters as described in Appendix 3. 

(a) St'_ppose the numbers are to oe found by reading dovm from line 24 

in colUJi1I1S 25-28. The mlJnbers are thus 6195, 7593, 9588, 0278, 0834 ••.• 

The first three numbers are rejected, beL~g greater than 1490, and the 

next tvro n1.1J;lbers indic:ate the tuo persons -;lith vThose households examinJ.-

tions yJill begin. The first person lives in block 2 and is found by 

registering the inhabitants from the end of block 2 (starting with 

person n1.1JY1JJor 330) backwards until 53 persons have been registered. 

The 53rd person is nurrber' 0278 in the community.' HOl/rever, the entire 

household of the person selected is registe:h':ld. If, for example, five 

additional peY'[;ons arc registered after person 0278 is found, 242 
, .' .. " 

persons .. ,reJTl.ain to be registered and included in thehalf':'groUp; they 
. '.' 1.1 . 

are' found in blocks 3 ond 4 .. begir.ning vrith person number 331 and 

continuing tmtil the required number have been registered. The entire 

h6usehold of the last, as the first, person is always included. The 

person designated to begin the second half-group (number 834) lives 

in block 6 and is found by starting from the end of this block (person 

n'lL'11ber 840) and rogistClring backvrards UJ."ltil seven persons - and the 

household of the seventh person .. have been registered. 

(b) If instead the randolJ. numbers lif8re to be found by reading up from 

line 32 in columns 1-4, nuniliers 5843, 1429, 3721, 7837, 4908, etc. 

vrould be druvm. 5843 is rejected as being too high, 1429 is accepted, 

3721 rejected, 7837 rejected) 4903 rejected, 1423 accepted~ As there 

are less thc.n 300 per30ns bet.'1een tho tvro mllnbers clravm, the tvTO 

half -groups of 300 morge into one group of 600. The first perR;-:!l i."'l 

l 
! 
i 
1 
1 
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the sample group is designated by number 1423 (the 68th person counted 

from the end of block 11). The remainder of the sample group are found in 

blocks 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

(c) Had the random numbers been drawn by reading up from line -46 in 

columns 17-20, numbers 8426, 0027, 6321, 6059, ~ would have been found. 

There are again less than 300 persons bet,~en the two numbers drawn, and 

the sample group is selected as in (b) above, beginning with the household 

of the person with the 1I1owest" number, the number starting the group that 

will merge (in this case number 1482 - person number 9 from the end of 

block 11), and continuing through blocks 1, 2, 3 and 4 until 6oo persons 

have been registered. 

.. . .. ~ ... :,-" 
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Example 2 

The cOllT!l1.illity has 12,500 L11habitants according to the latest estimate 

of local authorities; a roueh map is dra~n dividing the community into 

sections, and the number of inhabitants in each section is estimated as 

follows: 

1600 1100 

R I V E R 
MAINROAD-

2300 
3000 

Section 
Number of AcCD.."1ulated 

inhabitants fieurc 

I 1400 1400 
II 1600 3000 

III 1100 4100 
IV 1200 5300 
V 1900 7200 

VI 3000 10200 
VII 2300 12500 

Tlfm random numbers are drmm from the table to designate the two 

sections from which the half-groups will be selected. Suppose the numbers 

are found by reading dovVD from line 38 Ln columns 22-26. 84007 is rejected, 

43345 rejected, 13160-rejBcted, 07813 accepted. Section VI is thereby the 
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first section from which a half-group of 300 persons will be selected. 07850 is 

the next number but is rejected because it falls within the same section as the 

first numoor. The next eight numbers are rejected and reading is continued down 

from line 1 in columns 27-31: 82980 is rejected, 05563 accepted. Thus section V, 

is the second section fram which to select a half-group. 

Detailed maps are drawn of sections VI and V as described in Example 1. 

Section VI: 

250 
250 

80 

Block 
Number of Accumulated 

inhabitants figure 

1 250 250 
2 180 430 
3 200 630 
4 250 880 
5 170 1050 
6 260 1310 
7 280 1590 
8 200 1790 
9 100 1890 

10 80 1970 
11 200 2170 
12 60 2230 
13 250 2480 
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Note that one of the blocks has an estimated population of over 300 

inhabitants and is therefore divided in half (blocks 3 and 4). Note also 

that the estimated nunber of inhabitants in section VI differs from the 

first rough estimate of 3000. 

Suppose that the random number to detercine the half -group is dravm by 

reading down from line 2 in columns 2-5. The numbers found are: 8415 

rejected, 4214 rejected, 1817 accepted. Work begins with the household of 
. .. ~ . . 

person number 1817, found by counting 74 persons backrffirds from the end of 

block 9, and continues in blocks 10 and 11 until 300 persons have been 

included. ',< • 

Random selection of·ahalf-group in· section V'is done sim:j.l~;I.y:. 

/ 

,,' .' 
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If the "community" selected comprises two or three small adjacent villages 

(Vv-:i.th a total population of 1000 inhabitants or more), the first step is to 

determine, by random selection, the order in which the villages are visited. 

To determine this order, vreightsare applied to the villages to secure that 

each inhabitant in the group of communities has an equal chance of being included. 

If the group comprises three villages, tho weights given in Table A are used to ' 

determine in which of the villages the survey work begins; the weights given in 

Table B determine 1"ffiich village is to be taken second. If there are only two 

villages the order in which they are to be visited is determined by using Table B 

alone. 

Table A Weights to be used for selecting +.he first of three villages 

I' ~. smallest 

v7eight to be usod for 
Number of persons 

, 
I intermediate I largest I 

I 
to be selecte~: s I village; , village: 

I 
village: 

i x inhabitants y inhabitants z inhabitants 

I 
.. 

Less than smallest z 
village 

X; y 

Botween smallest and I s (y+z) (x+y+z-s)y (x+y+z-s)z 
intermediate village 

Bet'vroen intermediate s(y+z) s(x+z) (x+y+z-s)z 
and largest village 

largest More than y+z x+z x+y 
village 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Table B 
a:·· 

Weights to be used for selecting the first of two villages 

i 
f 

. ':Feight to be used for 
Number of persons 
to be sSlact~d: s 

smaller 
village~ 

larger 
village: 

x inhabitants y inhabitants 

I Less than smaller 
I village 

Between smaller and 
larger village 

More than larger 
village 

x 

s 

y 

y 

x+y-s 

x 

(a) Vlhen the table is used to determine the 'second of three ' 
villages, s is equal to the number of persons in the sample 
group minus the estimated number of inhabitants in the first 
village. 

Suppose that the lIcommunity" comprises three villages: 
. . 

Village A with 400 inhabitants 

village B ydth 700 inhabitants 

village C with 200 inhabitants. 

I, 

Weights are assigned from Table A to determine the village to be visited 

first: 

';-reight Reduced Accumulated 
Ymight reduced weight 

village A: 600 x 900 54 54 

village B: 700 x 700 49 103 

village c: 600 x 1100 66 169 

A number less than 169 is dravm from the table of random numbers. 

Suppose the number dravm is 033: village A is taken first. 

To select the second village to be included in the sample group weights 

are taken from Table B. In this case, s = 600-400 = 200. 



village B: 

village C: 

Y.Jeight 

700 

200 

Reduced 
weight 

7 

2 
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Accumulated 
reduced "1f>T8ight 

7 

9 

A number between 1 and 9 is drawn from the table of random numbers. If 

the number is between 1 and 7, village B is included; if 8 or 9, village C is 

taken. Suppose that number 6 is dra,m: village B is thus included. 

With the order of the villages thus determined as A-B-C, the team proceeds 

to registration, first in village A, then in village B. All inhabitants in 

village A are included, and registration is continued in village B until 600 

persons are included. The household in village B where w~rk is started is 

determined randomly as illustrated in previous examples. 

During registration the actual number of DL~abitants in the villages may 

prove different from the census figures. If, for example, there prove to be 

only 200 inhabitants in A and 300 in B, then the remaining 100 persons are 

sought in village C; and if there should only be, say, 70 inhabitants in C 

the size of the sample group is simply reduced to 170. If, on the other hand, 

the census figures are much too small and there are actually 700 persons in 

village 11, the entire sample group of 600 is taken from village A; the house-

hold where work is started is determined randomly. 

If village A proves inaccessible, 200 persons arc examined in village B. 

If village B is also inaccessible, nobody is examined at all (even if C is 

accessible). 

If village A is accessible, but B is not, the sample group is reduced to 

the number of persons in village A. 
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EX3..r:lple 4 

In the t1coTImlU.L'1ityll selected an estimated population of 3000 :inhabitants 

lives scattered vrithout o:rry obvious concentration vr.ithin a well-defined area 

of approxinately 8 km2• There are too fevr natural divisions of the area 

suitable for forming blocks, and the statistician must therefore wake an 

artificial division of the area, 

A map is dravm outlining the area. An unDistakable point in the 

"community" (the chief's hut, a schoolhouse, etc.) is chosen and marked on 

the map as accurately as possible. A set of co-ordinates is drawn through 

this point. The map is then blocked off into equal squares including less 

than 300 inhabitants each. 
2 . 

In the present exar:lple squares of 0.25km are dra1v.n, comprising on the 

average nearly 100 inhabitants each. All squares that include a part of the 

"conununity" are numbered consecutively. 

II 12 

9 14 15 18 19 22 

7 8 32 31 24 

6 5 2 30 25 

28 27 

500 r,ooom 
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Each of the numbered squares, though not including an equal portion of the 

'}lcoromunityll, is given an equal chance of being selected to start one of the two 

:,~,p.a.lf-groups of 300 persons. Tvro random numbers are dra"wn from the table: 

(suppose numbers 25 and 09. Squares 25 and 09 are therefore the starting blocks. 

Square 25 is found on the landscape by using a compass and pacing out the 

'distances (or a tape neasure or the trip mileage recorder of the car). The 

25 are registered, beginning from the part of the square 

closest to square 24, and registration continues in squares 26, 27, etc. until 

,00 persons have been registered. 

Similarly, square 9 is found and registration starts in the part nearest 

to square 8 and continues in squares 10, 11, etc. through the household of the 

,ClOth person. 

The squares included in the sample group should be marked by corner-flags, 

sticks, stones, etc. to facilitate identification of the group during examina-

tions. 

With this method, the population liv:mg in the border areas have too great 

a chance of being selected. The statistician may repair this deficiency by 

assigning different weights to the blocks. 
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.-----".-'---~.~--~.-.-,.-------'"--"'''-- ~--.. ---... -~-.--~---....~----- 1"--·+'---'----------, 
1 Name 5 Group and serial no. 7 Previous BCG vaccination ". 

BCG or doubtful lesion ~ 
No lesion 

2 Father'" husband's name a Remarks 

I .. •· 4 Sex 6 Househt>ld no. 
Female L] 
Male [] 

9 Date Tuberculin test Bacteriological specimen X·ray 15 Remarks 

10 DOle 11 Reaction \ 2 3putum 130th., 14 Film roll "e. 

I 
1 

! 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
1'6 BeG lot no. 17 Remarks 

..out 

1 Tub. Su" .. _ 51 

--'--.-.--.---.-----.. ---.,-----.-----.-------~--

Back 

/,l18o;te ------------- ---_._._-------_._-
I T\Jberculin test Bacteriological specimen X.ray 24 Remarks 

19 Do •• 20 R •• c.'c" 21 Sputum 22 Other 23 Film roll liD ! 

r 

25 26 27 28 

29 30 31 32 

'------,------ ._---_._------_ .... __ ._-- '--"---"--'--- .. 
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WORK REPORT FOR TUBERCULOSIS SUR~{AMS 

.............................. Province ... . .. District ...... . 

.... .......... .... ........ '" .................... No. of persons in locality ... . . . .... Size of locality 

Group no .. · . ... .................. Altitude " 

...km2 

....... m above sea level 

Prevailing weather during work 

of group and work ...... 

Field work done at 

date(s) 
by 3rd visit ........................................ . 2nd visit ................................. . 

d.te(s) 
by by 

Registration Results of tuberculin testing 

Indur-
I no. registered. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -----I ation 

f h I bs in mm _TU -TU 

No. of persons 

o t ese temporari y a ent ................................. ----t----i----I----j---Ir----

!,""~ugllole for tuberculin testing ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-1 

ible for bacteriological examination ......................... ____ t-..::2_-3_-I-___ 1 ___ -I-__ 11---

'r_UUIUIC for X-ray examination ................................. ____ t-_4_-5 __ +-___ 1 ___ -I-_-I, __ _ 
6-7 ...................... ----t----I----I----I----if----
8-9 ...................................................................... ----t---+----I----I---ir----

·.~----------------------------------------------~10-11 
Results of bacteriological examination 1----+----1---)---__1----

·~~--------------------~----------~--------~12-13 
1----+----1---)---__1---

of persons whose sputum was examined by microscopy ...... , ----; 14-15 
~--+---·I---~--4----

. . of persons found to have acid-fast bacilli in sputum. . . . . . . . . . . ~1-6--1-7-1----1----1_--_I_--
~No. of persons found to have" doubtful" bacilli in sputum. . . . . . . . . 18-19 

I----+---·I---~----I----

----120-21 
1-----+---·1---)---__1---

----t22-23 

examination 24-25 

ilNo. of persons whose photofluorograms were satisfactorily taken, 26-27 
,;~. processed and read ....................................... ____ .J--=.2..::8~-2=-9_1.---1---_+--_+_-.-

"No. of persons whose photofluorograms showed relevant shadows.. ____ I-'==~_3=_0-l-___ I----I----I_--

Total 
'~-............ . ................. .......................... .. ........................................... -------I 



DETAILS OF METHODS USED 

Tuberculin testing 

Tuberculin strength(s) used .... 

Date tuberculin dilutions prepared ..... . 

. . double testing 0 
If more than one test was used at one VISit, state whether I sing e testing 0 

If double testing, explain allocation on arms 

single testing, explain allocation to persons .... 

test was given, state criterion 

>HJ"!I~Arilll!'lloglcal examination 

of obtaining specimens ..... ...... . 

. r1"~r1,.."n for collection of specimens 

. and received .. 

one specimen collected from any person, state criterion for collecting second (and later) specimen(s) 

for selecting specimens for culture ..... 

.. h,_.~.~.,,' ies) to which specimens sent ...... 

numbers of exposed X-ray film rolls 

of .. retakes" . . ......... . 

nization of X-ray work.... . 

.•..••.....•......................•................ 



Result Remarks 

10 

11 

14 
_ .. _.-.-

15 

--_._- --.--~.~-. " 

------~----

24 

25 

Smear prepared by 

Read by" 

On (dates) / 

, Spec. 
forwarded Serial'no. Result 

to: 

26 

27 

28 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40, 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 
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I , / 

Remarks 
Spec. 

forwarded 
to: 

'. 
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Name of reader .................... ' .................. + .. q .. ~ . 
Date of reading ........................... L .. r ......... ~........... } A 

V~ 

of technically insufficient photofluorograms .. . .............. ~ ....................... ~ ... -.' ..................... . 

PHOTOFLUOROGRAMS WITH RELEVANT SHADOWS 

Co-ordinates of findings ......... .. Serial no ................................. · Co-ordinates of findings 

Remark ................................... . Remarks ...... . 

Co-ordinates of findings . S.rlal no ............... . Co-ordinates of findings 

Remarks Remarks ..... . 

C.;df~~rt.1 .no. .................................. Co-ordinales of findings Serial no ...... Co-ordinates of findings 

. .......................... ~ . . . .. .................. . ................................................... 

Remarks ..................................... . Remarks ..................................... . 


